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Abstract 
In this paper we (1) provide a natural deduction system for full first-order linear logic, (2) 
introduce Curry-Howard-style terms for this version of linear logic, (3) prove strong normaliza- 
tion for the system, and (4). prove that given a proof of V~‘x3y a(.~, y) and any individual term 
t we can compute a term u such that a(t,u) is provable. 
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1. Introduction 
Increasing program complexity has meant formal methods are becoming an important 
technique in the software engineer’s toolkit. One aspect of these methods is the Cuny- 
Howard correspondence (see [lo]) between program specifications and propositions, 
programs and proofs, and computation and proof normalization. This correspondence 
is also one of the cornerstones of the logical foundations of functional programming 
(see [9]), and has been extensively studied for intuitionistic logic, where the programs 
correspond to typed-lambda terms. 
In this paper we extend the Curry-Howard correspondence to full linear logic. Since 
its inception by Girard [7] linear logic has attracted a great deal of interest. This logic 
is based on the idea of resources and can be used to express a rich variety of program 
specifications, which include those written in classical logic, intuitionistic logic, and 
Girard’s system F. 
There has already been some work done on developing an extension of the Cuny- 
Howard correspondence to linear logic. Abramsky [l], developed a term system for 
full linear logic in which a “proof expression” is associated with a sequent-style proof 
in linear logic. The computational procedures for these proof expansions are inherently 
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parallel in nature and provide a clear dichotomy between lazy and eager evaluation 
procedures. Lincoln and Mitchell [ 111, Benton et al. [3], and Ronchi della Rocca and 
Roversi [12] have all developed a term calculus for the intuitionistic fragment of propo- 
sitional linear logic. However, the intuitionistic fragment does not capture the essential 
nature of Girard’s linear negation operator ( )*, where (a’ )l and a are equivalent 
formulae. In Albrecht et al. [2] we developed a term calculus for full linear logic; 
however, our proof of the Church-Rosser property contained an error. 
The sources of the difficulty were the term reductions involving the contraction rule 
whereby multiple copies of a sub-term may proliferate during a reduction sequence. 
The effect of this is to complicate any arguments based on counting occurrences of 
certain types of sub-terms. 
In this paper we overcome the problems associated with the contraction rule by 
introducing a new system of natural deduction for full linear logic in which contractions 
are handled implicitly. Troelstra [12] has introduced this technique for the intuitionistic 
fragment of linear logic. Our system has the usual style of introduction rules but has 
only a single elimination rule (the swap rule) which corresponds to the interchange 
of the conclusion and a hypothesis via linear negation (see the appendix). Our terms 
are functional in nature, the reductions satisfy the Church-Rosser property, as well as 
the strong normalization property (which is stronger than the corresponding property 
in Abramsky’s system) and allow the extraction of programs from the corresponding 
proofs. 
Section 2 specifies the new natural deduction system and Section 3 introduces a 
term calculus for the system in the style of Gallier [6] and Benton et al. [3]. In 
Section 4 we define our reduction rules for the terms and in Section 5 we establish the 
strong normalization property of our system and also the Church-Rosser property. In 
Section 6 we establish a program extraction property by showing that if we can prove 
a formula of the form Vx’x3y c((x, v), then given any individual term t we can compute 
an individual term u such that a(t,~) is also provable. 
2. Linear logic and the natural deduction system .N 
2.1. Linear logic 
In predicate calculus we usually have rules equivalent to the following two rules 
(given here in a Gentzen sequent calculus style). We write r F a for “a is provable 
from F’. 




In linear logic instead of these general rules, weakening and contraction are only 
allowed when the premisses are of a special form, that is to say, formulae of the form 
!a with the new unary connective “!” (where we read “!” as “of course”). A formula of 
the form !a is to be thought of as a resource which can be stored, reused, or discarded, 
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i.e. !cr can be duplicated, or discarded, without further ado. The rules in linear logic 
are equivalent to the following: 
r, !a, !a k- p 
r,!a I- p 
(Contraction) ’ ’ ’ (Weakening) 
r,!a t- p 
Another consequence of the absence of general weakening and contraction is that 
two, usually logically equivalent, versions of A (“and”) are no longer equivalent in 
linear logic. 
This gives rise to two types of A in linear logic which Girard defined as multiplica- 
tive and, @ (times), which corresponds to (A, 1) and additioe and, & (with), which 
corresponds to (A,2). There are also two types of “or”, $ (plus) and 78 (par), two 
types of truth, T and 1, and two types of falsity, I and 0. 
The language we use contains a countable number of literals with their duals p, 
p’, 4, ql, r, rl,..., the constants T and 0, the binary connectives 18, @, & and 
-o (lollipop, or linear implication), the unary connectives ! and ? (why not), and the 
quantifiers V (for all) and 3 (there exists). We do not take 78 as a primitive symbol 
but instead define a%‘/? by &-op. Formulae are generated in the usual manner from 
atomic formulae, using the connectives and quantifiers, and will be denoted by lower- 
case Greek letters. Upper-case Greek letters will denote sets of formulae (which may 
be empty). 
We define 1 := !T, I := ?O and follow Girard [7] in defining negation by De Morgan 
equations, thus, 
T’ := 0 O1 := T 
(p)l := pL (py := p 
(a @ /?)I := a+ (tx4/QL := crC3/P 
(a&/l?)L := cl1 CI3 /P- (a@/?+ := LA%jP 
(!c+ := ?cP (?a)l := !c& 
(Vxc# := 3xt& (3~a)~ := Veal 
It follows from these definitions, by induction on the complexity of the formula, that 
(aI)l= a, for every formula a. 
2.2. Natural deduction 
Gentzen (see [ 131) orginally developed the natural deduction system to reflect “the 
actual logical reasoning involved in mathematical proofs”. 
Natural deduction systems are logical systems which are closed under the substitution 
of proofs for other proofs. This property makes them very useful as a logical basis 
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for functional languages, allowing programs to be “plugged” together, and types to be 
preserved during evaluation. (This does not occur for Abramsky’s [l] parallel terms.) 
In a sequent, r t 01, r will be called the declared premises of the sequent, and a 
will be called the conclusion of the sequent. We shall not distinguish the order of the 
formulae in the premisses r. In this way we do not need an exchange rule. Never- 
theless, the system can be easily modified to use ordered premisses and an exchange 
rule. 
For each connective we have an introduction rule. Our new rule (S) is the only 
elimination rule and corresponds to the following sequent rule: 
Viewing the premisses of a sequent as the input of a program and the conclusion 
as the output, the swap rule allows one to interchange an input with the output. It is 
this feature of interchanging input and output that provides the connection between the 
programs (terms) developed in this paper and the parallel programs (terms) discussed 
in Abramsky [l]. 
In Girard’s system (see the appendix) there is an inherent symmetry (shown by the 
involutory nature of ( )I) exhibited by the axiom t a, cl’- and the fact that c&l = CC. 
In ordinary intuitionistic logic we lose such symmetry, since we only have that CI t /3 
gives -B k la. On the other hand, in ordinary classical logic we have a E fl if, and 
only if, l/3 k la. Our swap rule (S) restores this symmetry and, as we show in the 
appendix, we get a system directly equivalent to Girard’s. 
Troelstra [14] has presented a system of natural deduction for intuitionistic linear 
logic in which there is no explicit rule for contraction. The contractions are managed 
implicitly via the use of labelled assumption formulae. An open assumption cxx which 
occurs k times (k > 1) in a deduction tree denotes the implicit application of a gener- 
alized contraction application, so that such occurrences count as a single instance of 
an hypothesis. We employ this notation in our system for natural deduction specified 
by the rules below. It is important to note that the use of multiple occurrences of 
a label is restricted by the conditions specified following the rules, so that a rule can 
be applied only if the deductions for the premisses satisfy the rule, and so also does 
the resulting deduction obtained by the rule application. 
We use Troelstra’s rule for (! ) and we use a rule for (8~) mentioned by Bierman [4] 
but not included in his system. The rule (T) is used by Bierman and the weakening 
rule (W) can be found in Benton et al. [3]. 
2.3. The natural deduction system N 
Deductions are constructed using labelled assumptions and the following rules, sub- 
ject to the restrictions specified below. The simplest deduction is just a labelled 
formula. 
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(i) Structural Rules 
mYI . . . . . . . . . . . . 
cr &I !a /? 
pl (S) 7 W) 
(ii) Logical Rules 
. . . : 
al 
T a’ CT) 
& (CDL) &j (eR) 




In the rule (V) the usual restriction applies that the individual variable x does not 
occur free in any of the open assumptions for the deduction. In the rule (3), a(x/t) 
denotes the result of substituting t for all free occurrences of x in a, subject to the usual 
conditions for avoiding variable capture. The rule (LIZ) assumes that we have deductions 
of a and /I from the complete set of open assumptions yx,. . . ,r,~y and we discharge 
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the assumptions in both deductions by the introduction of deductions of y,. . . , q as 
shown. The rule (!) assumes that we have a deduction of /3 from a complete set of 
open assumptions !JJ,Y,. ., !qy and deductions r+, . . ., m1 of !y,. . ., !q, respectively. The 
deduction rrlY is substituted for !y, etc. It should be noted that in rules (3), (-o), 
(!) and (8~) where a labelled assumption is discharged, then all occurrences of this 
labelled formula are considered discharged. A deduction tree with set of open labelled 
assumptions {7x,. . . , qy} and conclusion p is a proof of the sequent y,. . .,q k j3 in 
our system. Note that a given formula may occur more than once in the multiset of 
assumptions y, . . . , q. 
Troelstra restricts the use of multiple label occurrences as follows. If a label X for 
an open assumption CY in a deduction n occurs k times (k> l), then rc must be of the 
form 
: 711 : IT2 : nk 
VP, !j?, ... 
where each rci (i = 1, . . . , k) is an isomorphic copy of a deduction f of !/?, such that 
the label X occurs exactly once in each Xi. Troelstra calls the set of occurrences of 
!/? a substitution location, indicating that the substitution of a deduction at a location 
site must be carried out simultaneously at each occurrence. Then the deduction trees 
constructed via the rules above are all subject to the restriction on the use of multiple 
occurrences of a label; that is, to apply some rule (R) 
: 711 : 71, 
+f(R) 
we require that each deduction Xi satisfy the restriction of multiple label occurrences, 
and also that the resulting figure, after application of (R) and any associated discharging 
of hypotheses, still satisfies the restrictions. Thus in the rule (Lk), if the discharge of 
hypotheses was not carried out then the resulting figure might no longer satisfy the 
restriction on label occurrences. 
Our system with the label restrictions still gives a system of natural deduction which 
is equivalent to Girard’s [6] sequent calculus in the following sense. Girard’s system 
appears in the appendix to this paper. 
Lemma. Zf in Girard’s calculus the sequent E ~1,. . . , CL, is provable then we have 
4 ,... ,a,&,,+ ,,‘.., u,’ “c Xi for each i = 1 . , . . ,n. Conversely, ifin our system /I,,. . . , 
fl,, “c ~1, then the sequent t /?l 1 , . . _, n , c1 is provable in Girard’s system. fiL 
Proof. Induction on the length of the proofs/deductions - see the appendix. 
3. The 
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Curry-Howard terms 
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This term system is based on the typed lambda calculus defined by Gallier [6] for 
a natural deduction system for intuitionistic first-order logic and the term system of 
Benton et al. [3] for intuitionistic linear logic. The principle of the system is to assign 
a Cuny-Howard term to each stage of the deduction which encodes the construction 
of the deduction so far. This is done by representing a proof of a sequent ~1,. . . , a, t- B 
by a judgement r D F : /3. Here r is called the context and is a finite set of the form 
Xl : El, . . .,X, : a,, where the Xi are distinct term variables of type ai (though the Cli 
need not be distinct), F is the Curry-Howard term, and /? is its type. The terms are 
constructed as follows. For a deduction consisting of just ax we have the judgement 
X : cz D X : a. Corresponding to each one of the logical rules we have a rule as listed 
below. The restriction on the use of term variables X : a is precisely analogous to the 




I’u AD(swap X and G using F):/3l 
(WI 
TDF: !y ADG:a 













rlDF,: !E,...~,DF,: b, x,:b ,,..., x,: h,D~:p 
r, u... u r, D(promote FI,.. . ,F, for Xl,. . .,X, in G): !/? 
TDF:cr 
r D derelict(F) : ?a 
rDF:a 
I- D (kc.F) : Vx’xa 
I=\ rDF:a(x/t) 
‘J’ rD(t,F):3xcr 
The above formalism can be generalized to many sorted logics, and second-order 
logics, by assigning a type I to every individual variable and individual term. In this 
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case, the quantified formulae are written as Vx : 1 .a and 3x : I a, and the rule (V) is 




Note that the only rule in which an individual variable becomes bound in a Curry- 
Howard term is the rule (V). 
A free term variable X : a in a Curry-Howard term corresponds to an open assump- 
tion crx in the corresponding deduction in JV. For the conclusions of the rules (S) and 
(+I) the term variable X is bound. For the conclusions of the rules (8~) and (!) the 
term variables Xr , . . . ,X, are all bound. 
A term which has no free term variables is called closed and a term which has free 
term variables is called open. A closed term may have free individual variables, and a 
closed term which has no free individual variables is called totally closed. 
Lemma 2. ZfX1 : cxl, . . . ,X,, : tl, D F : p is a judgement, then the distinct free term vari- 
ables of F are X,,...,X,,. 
Theorem 1 (Unique derivation). (1) Given a proof of the sequent r t- p in JV there 
is a corresponding judgement r D F : p which is unique up to renaming of variables 
and reordering of premisses. 
(2) There is an algorithm which given a judgement r D F: p obtains from it a 
proof of the corresponding sequent r I- /?. 
Proof. (1) By the correspondence between the rules in JV and the formation rules of 
the Curry-Howard terms. 
(2) Given F : /? we can recover the Curry-Howard terms for the premisses of the 
rule with F : B as the conclusion. From the term tree with F : /I as root node we can 
construct a proof of r t j?. 0 
Theorem 2 (Substitution). (a) Suppose that A,Xl : ~1,. . .,X,, : CC,, D G : p, and fi D Ti : 
tli, i= l,..., n are all judgements. Then, tf the term variables in A, r,, . . . , r,, are all 
distinct, 
drl,..., r,w-wl,...xm 
is also a judgement. 
(b) If t is an individual term and each of the following are judgements: 
A,Xl :cI~,..., X, : a, D G : p, 
fiDXi:ai[x/t] fori=l,...,n, 
and the term variables in A, I’l, . . . , r, are all distinct, then 
A’, r1, . . . , r, D G : P[x/t] 
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is also a judgement, where A’ denotes the substitution oft for x in the type of each 
term variable in A. 
Proof. The proof is by induction on the construction of the judgement A,Xl : ~1,. . . ,X, : 
ct, D G : j3, in both cases. 
4. Reductions 
Reductions of proofs play a dual role. On the one hand, they eliminate unnecessary 
steps in a proof, e.g. writing -N) for “reduces”: 
On the other hand, they provide the dynamics of the terms, i.e. they describe how the 
computation should proceed. For the original Curry-Howard terms (the typed lambda 
terms) the reductions correspond to /I-reductions. For our term system, many of the 
reductions correspond to “contractions” as defined in Girard [7]. The reduction above 
gives the rule 
swap Z and Z using F -+ F. 
A reduction involving the pair (&, @L) is indicated by 
P-1 [rl 41 A” Ml 
. cx :np 





where r = {y . . . q}. In term form we have the reduction 
swap 2 and inl(H) using both (Tl,Tz by&,...,& forXt,...,X,) -w) swap 2 and 
H using rt [Xl /St, . . . ,X,/S,]. 
The full list of term reductions is as follows: 
swap Z and Z using F -+ F 
(*,a) swap Z and (F(Z) C4 G) using (1Y.H) -+ swap Z and H[Y/F] using G 
swap Z and (F ~3 G(Z)) using (1Y.H) -rru, swap Z and G using H[Y/F] 
swap Z and (IY.H)(Z) using (F ~3 G) -N) swap Z and H[Y/F] using G 
(&, @I) swap Z and both (Tl, T2 by St,. . . ,S, for Xl,. . . ,X,) using in1 (H) 
-+ swap Z and Tl [XI /Sl, . . . ,X,/S,] using H 
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swap Z and in1 (H) using both ( TI, T2 by Si, . . . , S, for Xi,. . . ,X,) 
-+ swap Z and H using T,[X,/S,,...,X,/S,]. 
(&, @R) similar to the above, using inr instead of in1 and T2 instead of Tl. 
(J?) swap Z and derelict(H) using (promote FI,. . . ,F, for Yi,. . . , Y,, in G) 
-vv) swap Z and H using G[ Y,/F,, . . . , Y,,/F,] 
swap Z and (promote Fl,. . . ,F, for Yi,. . . , Y, in G) using derelict(H) 
-n* swap Z and G[Y,/F,,...,Y,,/F,] using H 
(V,3) swap Z and (t,F) using 2x.G -+ swap Z and F using G[x/t] 
swap Z and kx.G using (t,F) -+ swap Z and G[x/t] using F 
(ST S) 
swap Z and F using (swap Y and G using H) -+ swap Z and G[Y/F] using H 
Now suppose that the last rule that formed F was not (S). Then 
swap Z and (swap Y and G(Z) using H) using F -+ swap Z and G[Y/F] using H 
swap Z and (swap Y and G using H(Z)) using F w* swap Z and H using G[Y/F] 
Lemma 3. Suppose F : B is a term with the free individual variables x =x1,. , . ,x,, the 
free term variables X = XI : PC,,. . . ,X,,, : M,, and F -+ G. Then G is a term of type fi 
with the free individual variables x and the free term variables X. 
5. Normalization and the Church-Rosser property 
The reductions in Section 4 correspond to conversions in an JV deduction. How- 
ever, suppose a deduction 71 contains k (k > 1) occurrences of a label X for an open 
assumption, so that there are k isomorphic copies of some deduction rc’. If we carry 
out a reduction step inside just one of these copies then the isomorphism is destroyed, 
and we no longer have an JV deduction. Thus any reduction inside a copy of rc’ must 
be carried out simultaneously in all such copies. We write rt A e if o is obtained from 
x by a single reduction step, possibly applied repeatedly, as just described. Note that if 
rc contains no open assumptions (it may still contain some isomorphic sub-deductions) 
then the above restriction is no longer applicable. A deduction is in normal form if no 
reduction step can be applied. 
Analogous restrictions and definitions to the above apply to our Curry-Howard terms, 
so we will also write T 2 S if a term T reduces to term S via an application of one 
of the reductions in Section 4. A term T is strongly normalizable if all reduction 
sequences T & S +!-+ . . . are finite. We write T + W if there is a finite sequence of 
2 reductions from T to W. 
Theorem 3. Every term is strongly normalizable. 
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Proof. Define the degree of a swap application in .N, say 
by 1 + deg(P) where deg(j?) is the number of logical symbols in /I. Define the degree 
of a deduction in N by degree(n) = sum of the degrees of the swaps in X, counted 
modulo isomorphic sub-deductions in rc, that is to say that, if a label X for an open 
assumption tl in rc occurs k times (k > 1 ), then the contribution to degree(n) of the 
associated isomorphic deductions Zi (see Section 2.4) is calculated by considering only 
one of the ni. Then in each of the reductions involving dual symbols, (-0, @), etc., 
the degree of the swap decreases. 
We have already seen an example of a (&, CBL) reduction in Jf in Section 4. Some 
typical cases for (4, @), (!, ?) and (V, 3) reductions are shown below. In each case 
the degree of the swap is decreased by one. 
SC-1 *@ : 7cp(a/n,) : 718 
Y 



















For the cases of (S,S), and also the first of the listed reductions, a swap is removed 
from rc. In all cases, if rc -!+ 0, then degree(a) <degree(n), so we have strong normal- 
ization. 0 
Define 5 as the reflexive closure of the relation A. Then 5 satisfies the diamond 
property that if T z Tl and T 2 T 2, then there exists a TJ such that T, 5 T3 
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and T2 5 T3. This result can be established by induction on the complexity of the 
term T. Unlike the analogous case for the pure lambda calculus, we are able to carry 
out identical simultaneous reductions (or substitutions) in isomorphic sub-terms and 
the resultant term formed is an immediate reduct of T. As an example, in our system 
consider a term T of the form 
swap Z and (F(Z) 8 G) using (LY .H) 
where H contains two occurrences of Y. Then we have the reduction T -+ swap Z and 
H[Y/F] using G, where F has been substituted twice. We also have that T -+ swap Z 
and (F’(Z) @ G) using (LY H), where F(Z) -+ F’(Z). But now swap Z and H[Y/F] 
using G -+ swap Z and H[Y/F’] using G, by our rule for conversions in isomorphic 
sub-terms. 
As a corollary of the diamond property of 2, we obtain the Church-Rosser property 
for the relation + by the usual argument. 
6. Program extraction 
Theorem 4 (Normalized form). Let T : y be a closed normalized term, which is not 









Zf y=T, then T =true(F1 , . . . , F, ), for some closed terms F,, . . . , F,, 
Zf y = a @ p, then T = F @ G, for some closed terms F : a and G : p. 
Zf y = a-o/?, then T = AX : a.F, for some term F : 8, where the only free term 
variable in F is X : a. 
Zf y = a&/J, then T = F&G, for some closed terms F : a and G : /3. 
Zf y = a CB p, then either T = inl(F), f or some closed term F : a, or T = inr(G), for 
some closed term G : p. 
Zf y = !a, then either T = promote(F for Xl , . . .,X,, in G), for some closed terms 
F=F,:!al,... , F, : !a,,, or T = promote(F), for some closed term F : a. 
Zf y = Vx a, then T = ilx.F, for some closed term F : ct. 
Zf y = 3x a, then T = (t, F), for some closed term F : a(x/t). 
Note. If T: y is of the form (discard F in G) then we can consider instead the 
term G : y. 
Theorem 5. Suppose JV t- Vx3 y a(x, y). Then, for each individual term t there exists 
an individual term u such that t- a(t,u) and u is computable from t. 
Proof. Suppose l- Vx3 y a(x, y) and t is an individual term. Then 
VY a?t,y) E VY al(t, y) 
k Vx3y a(x, y) Vy al(t, y) !- 3xVy al(x, y) 
(3) 
I- 3~ a(t,y) 
(S) 
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So, by Theorem 1 and Lemma 2, there exists a unique closed term, F : 3y cr(t, y) 
corresponding to the proof of 3y a(&~). Then, by Lemma 3 and Theorem 3, there 
exists a reduct of F, say G: Fly a(& y), which is a closed normal term. Therefore, by 
Theorem 4, G = (u,H), where u is an individual term and H is a closed normal term. 
As each of these steps is computable, u is computable from t. 0 
Theorem 5 follows the usual approach of extracting programs from proofs and there- 
fore the usual benefits, and costs, in using this method to obtain programs which are 
correct (in the sense that they satisfy their specifications) accrue here too. In addition, 
since linear logic is a resource logic (see [8]), the terms will indicate what resources 
are required in running the program. 
The use of the term calculus to construct practical programming systems is obviously 
of interest. There is a problem here. The development of an analogue of, say, Coquand 
and Huet’s [5] calculus of constructions would require a very significant additional 
development of the techniques for proving theorems in the formal system of linear 
logic. Such techniques are not yet found in the literature. Nevertheless, the methodology 
of linear logic together with its emphasis on resources and parallelism should lead to 
a more sophisticated analysis of the process of developing programs. 
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Appendix. The equivalence of system 4” with Girard’s sequent calculus 
Girard presents a sequent calculus for linear logic in which all sequents have no left- 
hand side. The linear negation operation on formulae allows for such an economical 
presentation of the sequent calculus. In Girard’s system, the connective 78 is taken as 
primitive and linear implication is defined by taking a-08 as standing for cl’- X3/?. In 
our system 4 is primitive (see Section 2.1). A version of Girard’s sequent calculus 
using --o as primitive is given by the following axioms and rules, where upper-case 
Greek letters denote sequences of formulae. 
Axioms F ~,a-‘- k 1 I- T,A 
Rules 
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where C is a permutation of A: 




(x not free in A) 
Lemma A.l. If the sequent t al,. . , CQ is provable in Girard’s system, then we have 
M 
in system Jf the deductions a:, . . . , cl,&,, a $,, . . ., ct,'- k ai, for i = 1,. . . ,n. 
Proof. The proof is by induction on the length of the proof of k ~1,. . . , a,. For the 
three cases where this proof consists solely of an axiom, we have the following: 
.N 
(i) k c(,cll corresponds to the trivial deductions IX~ 1 clL, 
“w 
or a t a; 
(ii) Recalling that 1 = !T by definition, we have that k 1 corresponds to the deduction 
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ai’ . . . cc,’ 
c.$ . . . [al]. . . rx,‘- 
CT) 




For the case of non-trivial proofs using one or more rules, we have the following. 
The proof ends with a (cut), 
t-&h..., Pn t hYl,...,Ym (cut) 
t Pl,..*,Sn,YI,..*,Ym 
then by the induction hypothesis we have deductions j?,‘-, . . . , j?,‘- < CI and y;,...,y; 
“N 
I- L&. An application of rule (S) then yields deductions of /?,‘-, . . . , p,‘_,, Pl$l,. . . , B,f, 
rll , . . . , y,’ t- pi, for i = 1,. . . , n. Similarly, we have /3:, . . . , /?,f, yf,. . . , Y,?_~, ?A,, . . . , 
?,I tyj, for j=l,..., m. 
The proof ends with (ex). This case is trivial. 




From the induction hypothesis we have ~111,. . , al+,, az$l,. . . , c$ t cl; SO by rule ( W) 
we can form !T,c$ ,..., ~.&~,c(il+,,.. ., c$ t ai where !T is (1)l in our system. We 
.N 
can now also form a deduction I$-, . . . , c$, . . . , ct,‘- t- I as follows: 
!T,CriL,...,C(il_l,Cli=l,...,Cl,i I- Cli 
Cd )...) fxf )...) Lx,’ t I 
The proof ends with a @, 
We have from the induction hypothesis, yt-, . . . , y,’ r a and St,. . . ,di ? p. An ap- 
plication of the rule (B) then yields yf,. . . , yk, St,. . . , Sk,? CUB/L An application of 
rule (S) then yields (cl~p)‘,riL,...,~il_,,yi=~,...,~nl,6iL,...,Sml rri, or (c~@pB)~, 
yf ,..., ynl,6ii,...,6i1_1,6j1+,,...,6ml Tdj. 
The proof ends with a (&), 
t- %Ylr...,Yn I- P,Yl 
t ~&P,Yl,~..,Y?I 
,...,Yn (&> 
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We have yf ,..., yb < a and yf ,..., 
.N 
y,I k j3, and we can form the deduction 
(suppressing the labels on formulae) 
The use of rule (S) then allows us to form also a deduction (c&/Q’, yf,. . . , yi’_,, 
Yh,,... ,Y,’ F Yi. 
The proof ends in either a (BL), (BR), (-o), (?) or a (! ). These cases are quite 
routine, using similar arguments to l-5 above. Similarly for proofs ending in (V) 
or (3). 
The proof ends in a (W?) 
k-o! I,..., hi (W?) 
i-?CI,Ctl,...,Ct, 
We have c$,...,cl~ 
Jv 
E or1 by the induction hypothesis. 
An application of rule (W) to c$ < c$ gives us !a’-, cxf < ~1’_ and now we form 
the deduction below. 
Ul d- 
?a (S) 
The final case is (C?), 
Using the induction hypothesis, we have a deduction of 
Thus, we have a labelled deduction tree with open labelled assumptions, say !c& and 
!c#, corresponding to the two occurrences of .01 1 J_ in the above sequent. Now re-label 
all open occurrences of !a$ and !uk to say !a;. Thus yields a labelled deduction tree 
for the sequent !crL,p,‘, . . . ,p,hl,p.L r+l,. . . , p,‘- “? pi, and then apply rule (S) to give a 
deduction p,‘-, . . . , PI?-, . . . , fi,’ ??a. 0 
Lemma A.2. If PI,. . ., Pn f c( holds, then the sequent k a, /?t,. , , p, is provable in 
Girard’s system. 
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Proof. We argue by induction on the length of the deduction in N. For the trivial 
deduction, 01 ‘f M, we have the axiom k a, cl1 in Girard’s system. The non-trivial cases 
are the following. 
The deduction ends with rule (S), 
By the induction hypothesis, both I- CC, A’ and t cll, fil, rL are provable in Girard’s 
system. An application of (cut) then gives a proof of t- B’,rl, A’. 
The deduction ends with rule (W), 
r A . . . . . 
The induction hypothesis gives proofs t-!cr,Ti and k j?, Al. We construct the fol- 
lowing proof of k B, A’,T’. 
For a deduction ending in rule (T), 
rl r, 
a1 . . . a, 
T CT) 
we have that t cli, riil is provable in Girard’s system for each i = 1,. . . , n. Form a 
proof of k T, rl*, . . . , r,‘- as follows, using the axiom t- T,af,. . .,a:, 
k T, LX?,. . . , a,’ t a1 9 r,l ccut) 
kT,a$ )..., fx,l,r,l t- a2,r,I 
t T,a,i ,..., ct,‘-,rf,r,l (cut> 
F T,r+,...,r,l (cut> 
For deductions ending with any of the rules (@), (-01, (CDL), (@RI, (?I, (v), or (31, 
the argument is routine. 
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5. For a deduction ending with (&), 




; . . . ; (&) 
we have proofs k CY,~~,..., u’, t /I,yl,.. .,gL and t y,d”,. .,k q,CL. Form the 
proof t- a&/?, AL,. . . , CL as shown: 
t cx&~,AL,...,CL (cut) 
6. For a deduction ending in a (! ), 
r A 
[!y .:. !i] 
$39 
we have proofs k /I,?yl,. ..,?y’ 
following proof of t!j?,rl,...,A’: 
and also proofs t!y,Tl,..., k!q, AL. Form the 
t P,?YL >..., ?“I(!) 
t-!j?,?yL,...,?qL t!y,P 
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